
CHAPTER TWO 

Marx, Engels, Lenin, and the State 

SINCE THE LATE 1950S, the State has become a central theme of Marxist 
research, both in Europe and the United States. It is not difficult to explain 
why. In addition to the arguments presented in the introduction to this 
work—the ever greater governmental social and economic involvement in 
modern, industrial economies, including Western capitalist democracies, 
an involvement that permeates social services, employment, the media, 
and even production itself—for Western Marxists, the late 1950s marked 
the end of Stalinism and the beginning of the end of the Cold War. That 
thaw saw the beginning of a period in which Western Communist parties 
opened up intellectually and could exhibit independence from the Soviet 
Union, and overt anti-Marxist repression loosened up in the United States. 
The decline in both controls over Marxist thought allowed for the flour-
ishing of Western Marxist theory in an era of increased State involvement 
and increased electoral participation by Left political parties, a political 
participation that had been suspended by the rise of fascism and World 
War II. 

This is not to say that such participation was part of a "new" policy, 
or that Marxist interest in the State began in the postwar period. German 
Social Democrats as far back as the 1890s, under the leadership of Karl 
Kautsky, reached significant levels of electoral strength, so much so that 
they thought they could take over State power by electoral means. Indeed, 
Engels was willing to afford the Social Democrats a "special" position 
within the overall body of revolutionary theory: 

We can count even today on two and a quarter million voters. If it 
continues in this fashion, by the end of the century we shall conquer 
the greater part of the middle strata of society, petty bourgeois and small 
peasants, and grow into the decisive power in the land, before which 
all other powers will have to bow, whether they like it or not. (Engels 
[1895] in Tucker 1978, 571) 

However, with the success of the Russian Revolution, it was Leninist State 
and revolutionary theory that came to dominate Marxist thought, and Len-
inist interpretations of Marx's theory of politics remained—except for the 
notable exception of Antonio Gramsci—largely unquestioned or, if ques-
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tioned, suppressed until the early 1960s. The theoretical base for earlier 
German Social Democratic strategies, strategies perhaps much more rel-
evant for Left parties in advanced industrial economies, therefore never 
developed, although it sometimes manifested itself on the Western Eu-
ropean political scene (in the Popular Front in France, for example). Even 
Gramsci's work was suppressed by the combination of fascism and Sta-
linism, so much so that although Gramsci himself was canonized by the 
Italian Communist Party (PCI) in the postwar period, his actual writings 
were manipulated or neglected. Twenty-five years after the end of the war, 
the PCI had not produced a serious critical edition of his works (Anderson 
1976, 40). 

It is important to stress that the uniqueness of the Russian Revolution 
(the first Communist victory) gave a dominant place to Lenin and Stalin 
in Marxist thought, to the exclusion of theoretical (and practical) work 
that deviated from the Russian line. Despite the tragic consequences this 
had for Western Socialist and Communist parties in the 1920s and 1930s, it 
was not until the late 50s that this influence began to weaken. As a result, 
many of the most serious questions about politics, from a Marxist per-
spective, were not discussed until the 1960s and 1970s: Why does the 
working class remain "unrevolutionary" in the face of economic crisis? 
What are the particular characteristics of the advanced bourgeois State? 
Why and how does the State develop those characteristics? What are 
appropriate strategies for radical change? Why have communist states 
developed in the way they have? What does this imply for the role of the 
State in the transition to socialism? How does the capitalist State differ in 
the periphery of the world system? 

The debate in the last two decades has been conducted around those 
issues, and the rest of this study is devoted to following the development 
of that debate in Europe, the United States, and the Third World. But 
while we make the argument that Marx, Engels, and particularly Lenin's 
views of politics and the State were incomplete, the fact is that recent 
Marxist theories have their roots in these earlier works. It is therefore 
important to go back to them to understand both the fundamentals of the 
Marxist conception of the State (which remain, in one form or another) 
in today's research, and the disagreement among contemporary Marxist 
analysts. 

Since Marx did not develop a single, coherent theory of politics and/or 
the State, Marxist conceptions of the State must be derived from Marx's 
critiques of Hegel, the development of Marx's theory of society (including 
his political economic theory), and his analyses of particular historical 
conjunctures, such as the 1848 Revolution in France and Louis Napoleon's 
dictatorship, or the 1871 Paris Commune. In addition, we have Engels's 
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later work ([1884] 1968), and Lenin's The State and Revolution ([1917] 
1965). The variety of interpretations possible based on these different 
sources has led to a considerable debate, ranging from a position that 
argues that the Leninist view is correct, to those who see a theory of the 
State clearly reflected in Marx's political and economic analysis, to those 
who view the autonomous State of the Eighteenth Brumaire (of Louis 
Napoleon) as the basis for analyzing the actual situation. Despite these 
differences, however, all Marxist writers, in one form or another, do derive 
their State "theories" from some Marxist "fundamentals," and it is these 
analytical fundamentals that frame the debate. What are they and why are 
they subject to so many different interpretations? 

First, Marx viewed the material conditions of a society as the basis of 
its social structure and of human consciousness. The form of the State, 
therefore, emerges from the relations of production, not from the general 
development of the human mind or from the collective of men's wills. In 
Marx's conception, it is impossible to separate human interaction in one 
part of society from interaction in another: the human consciousness that 
guides and even determines these individual relations is the product of the 
material conditions—the way things are produced, distributed, and con-
sumed. 

Legal relations as well as forms of the state are to be grasped neither 
from themselves nor from the so-called general development of the 
human mind, but rather have their roots in the material conditions of 
life, the sum total of which Hegel . . . combines under the name "civil 
society," that, however, the anatomy of civil society is to be sought in 
political economy. . . . In the social production of their life, men enter 
into definite relations that are indispensable and independent of their 
will, relations of production which correspond to a definite state of 
development of their material production forces. The sum total of these 
relations of production constitutes the economic structure of a society, 
the real foundation, on which rises a legal and political superstructure 
and to which corresponds definite forms of social consciousness. The 
mode of production of material life conditions the social, political, and 
intellectual life process in general. It is not the consciousness of men 
that determines their being, but, on the contrary, their social being that 
determines their consciousness. (Marx, in Tucker 1978, 4) 

This formulation of the State directly contradicted Hegel's conception 
of the "rational" State, an ideal State involving a just, ethical relationship 
of harmony among elements of society. For Hegel, the State is eternal, 
not historical; it transcends society as an idealized collectivity. Thus it is 
more than simply political institutions. Marx, to the contrary, placed the 
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State in its historical context, and subjugated it to a materialist conception 
of history. It is not the State that shapes society, but society that shapes 
the State. Society, in turn, is shaped by the dominant mode of production 
and the relations of production inherent in that mode. 

Secondly, Marx (again in contrast to Hegel) argued that the State, emerg-
ing from the relations in production, does not represent the common good, 
but it is the political expression of the class structure inherent in production. 
Hegel (and, as we have seen, Hobbes, Locke, Rousseau, and Smith) had 
a view of the State as charged with the representation of the "social 
collectivity," as standing above particular interests and classes and en-
suring that competition among individuals and groups remains orderly 
while the collective interests of the social "whole" are preserved in the 
actions of the State itself. Marx eventually rejected this view that the State 
is the trustee of the society as a whole. Once he came to his formulation 
of capitalist society as a class society, dominated by the bourgeoisie, it 
necessarily followed that the State is the political expression of that dom-
inance. Indeed, the State is an essential means of class domination in 
capitalist society. It is not above class struggles, but deeply engaged in 
them. Its intervention in the struggle is crucial, and that intervention is 
conditioned by the essential character of the State as a means of class 
domination. 

There may be occasions and matters where the interest of all classes 
happen to coincide. But for the most part and in essence, these interests 
are fundamentally and irrevocably at odds, so that the state cannot 
possibly be their common trustee; the idea that it can is part of the 
ideological veil which a dominant class draws upon the reality of class 
rule, so as to legitimate that rule in its own eyes as well as in the eyes 
of the subordinate classes. (Miliband 1977, 66) 

Thus, because the bourgeoisie (the capitalist class) has a particular control 
over labor in the capitalist production process, this dominant class extends 
its power to the State and to other institutions. 

Marx first expressed this complete formulation in The German Ideology, 
(1964) written with Engels in 1845-1846. Before turning to that in detail, 
it is worth noting that in an earlier work, still influenced by Hegel and 
actual German conditions in the early 1840s, Marx defined the State as a 
communal one, as representing communal interests (agreeing with Hegel) 
but, since only a democratic State could embody the communal interest, 
the Prussian State was no State at all (Draper 1977, 170). Furthermore, 
he saw the bourgeois era as one in which civil society was split from 
political society—the State separated from social power. Thus, he rejects 
Hegel's notion that the State bureaucracy is the "universal" element in 
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society, representing communal interests. To the contrary, the State is not 
some ideal—it is people; the bureaucracy is a "particular" one that iden-
tifies its own particular interests with those of the State and vice versa 
(Draper 1977, 81). For young Marx, then, the State had some life of its 
own, separated from civil society, having its own particular interests. Given 
conditions in Germany at the time, it is not unusual that Marx should see 
the State in this way: there was a separation of the State on the one hand 
and a rising civil society of the bourgeoisie on the other. The State was 
not an instrument of the bourgeoisie. In absolutist Prussia, the State was 
still in the hands of a precapitalist ruling class, with very different social 
values from those of the increasingly powerful bourgeoisie. "This Prussian 
State was indeed forced to exercise control over the aristocracy itself, it 
was no longer the simple feudal state, but the Beamtenstaat of absolute 
monarchy—the state of the functionaries, who had to keep a rein on all 
classes in order to keep the growing antagonisms from pulling society 
apart" (Draper 1977, 169).1 

Marx himself did not abandon the concept completely in The German 
Ideology. But now under Engels's influence and Marx's own visits to 
Paris, the class struggle view of social dynamics enters into a theory of 
the State as a classbound institution. According to Marx and Engels, the 
State arises out of the contradiction between the interest of an individual 
(or family) and the communal interest of all individuals. The community 
becomes the State, apparently divorced from individual and community, 
but in fact based on connections with particular groups—under capitalism, 
with classes determined by the division of labor. All struggles within the 
State are "merely the illusory forms in which the real struggles of the 
different classes are fought out among one another" (Marx and Engels 
1964, 45). The modern capitalist State is dominated by the bourgeoisie. 
"Through the emancipation of private property from the community, the 
State has become a separate entity, beside and outside civil society; but it 
is nothing more than the form of organization which the bourgeoisie nec-
essarily adopts both for internal and external purposes, for the mutual 
guarantee of their property and interests" (Marx and Engels 1964, 78). 
But it should not be inferred from this that the State is a class plot. Rather, 
it evolves in order to mediate contradictions between individuals and com-
munity, and since the community is dominated by the bourgeoisie, so is 
the mediation by the State. "Hence, the State does not exist owing to the 
ruling will, but the state which arises from the material mode of life of 

1 The concept of the State as a bureaucracy with a "life of its own," acting in its own 
interests and keeping a rein on all classes to hold society together, reappears in the writings 
of Claus Offe, this time in the context of post!World War " German Social Democracy (see 
the analysis of Offe in Chapter 5). 
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individuals has also the form of a ruling will" (Marx and Engels 1964, 
358). 

Yet it is unclear to what extent and in what way the State acts in the 
interests of the bourgeoisie "as a whole," while at the same time it is able 
to utilize its powers over private property in the course of those interests. 
The State appears to have power, but this power reflects relations in 
production—in civil society. The State is the political expression of the 
dominant class without arising out of a class plot. A socially necessary 
institution, needed to take care of certain social tasks necessary for com-
munity survival, becomes a class institution. 

Later, in The Origin of the Family, Private Property, and the State 
([1884], 1968), Engels developed his and Marx's fundamental concept of 
the relation between the material conditions of society, its social structure, 
and the State. There, he contended that the State has its origins in the need 
to control social struggles between different economic interests and that 
this control is carried out by the economically most powerful class in the 
society. The capitalist State is a response to the necessity of mediating 
class conflict and maintaining "order," and order that reproduces the 
bourgeoisie's economic dominance. 

The state is therefore by no means a power imposed on society from 
without; just as little is it "the reality of the moral idea," "the image 
of the reality of reason," as Hegel maintains. Rather, it is a product of 
society at a particular stage of development; it is the admission that this 
society has involved itself in insoluble self-contradiction and is cleft into 
irreconcilable antagonisms which it is powerless to exorcise. But in 
order that these antagonisms, classes with conflicting economic interests, 
shall not consume themselves and society in a fruitless struggle, a power, 
apparently standing above society, has become necessary to moderate 
the conflict and keep it within the bounds of "order"; and this power, 
arisen out of society, but placing itself above it and increasingly alien-
ating itself from it, is the state. . . . 

As the state arose from the need to keep class antagonisms in check, 
but also arose in the thick of the fight between the classes, it is normally 
the state of the most powerful, economically ruling class, which by its 
means becomes also the politically ruling class, and so acquires new 
means of holding down and exploiting the oppressed class. The ancient 
state was, above all, the state of the slave owners for holding down the 
slaves, just as the feudal state was the organ of the nobility for holding 
down the peasant serfs and bondsmen, and the modern representative 
state is the instrument for exploiting wage labor by capital. (Engels 
1968, 155, 156-157, italics added) 
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The third fundamental of Marx's State theory is that the State in bourgeoisie 
society is the repressive arm of the bourgeoisie. The rise of the State as 
a repressive force to keep class antagonisms in check not only describes 
the class nature of the State, but also its repressive function, which, in 
capitalism, serves the dominant class, the bourgeoisie. There are thus two 
issues here: the first concerns a primary function of community—enforce-
ment of the laws—inherent in every society, and the second concerns the 
rise of the State and the repression inherent in that rise. According to Marx 
and Engels, the State appears as part of the division of labor, that is, part 
of the appearance of differences among groups in society and the lack of 
social consensus. 

The state, then, comes into existence insofar as the institutions needed 
to carry out the common functions of the society require, for their 
continued maintenance, the separation of the power of forcible coercion 
from the general body of society. (Draper 1977, 250) 

The second distinguishing characteristic is the institution of a public 
force which is no longer immediately identical with the people's own 
organization of themselves as an armed power. This special public force 
is needed because a self-acting armed organization of the people has 
become impossible since their cleavage into classes. . . . This public 
force exists in every state; it consists not only of armed, but also of 
material appendages, prisons and coercive institutions of all kinds. (En-
gels 1968, 156) 

Thus, repression is part of the State—by historical definition, the sep-
aration of power from the community makes it possible for one group in 
society to use State power against other groups. If that were not true, why 
is it necessary to separate enforcement from the community itself? 

Most analysts of the State, including the "common good" theorists we 
have already discussed, accept this concept. It is the notion of the State as 
the repressive apparatus of the bourgeoisie that is the distinctly Marxist 
characteristic of the State. As we move on to discuss Lenin's contributions 
to this analysis, we shall see that he perceived this as the primary function 
of the bourgeois State: the legitimation of power, of repression, to enforce 
the reproduction of the class structure and class relations. Even the juridical 
system is an instrument of repression and control, since it sets the rules 
of behavior and enforces them in line with bourgeois values and norms. 

The degree to which the State in capitalist society is an agent of the 
dominant bourgeoisie is not altogether clear in Marx's work. On the one 
hand, we have the statement from the Communist Manifesto ([1848] 1955) 
that' 'the bourgeoisie has at last, since the establishment of Modern Industry 
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and of the world market, conquered for itself, in the modern representative 
State, exclusive political sway. The executive of the modern State is but 
a committee for managing the common affairs of the whole bourgeoisie" 
(Marx and Engels 1955, 11-12). On the other hand, Marx (and Engels) 
consistently argued for the expansion of democracy to curb the power of 
the executive: "minimization of the executive power, the state bureau-
cracy—maximization of the weight in the governmental structure of the 
representative system. And not only in the period of revolution'' (Draper 
1977, 297). 

Marx and Engels saw two sides of the whole issue of democracy, con-
sistent with their concept of the class nature of the State, but it is in the 
two-sidedness of the issue that the ambiguity lies. As Draper notes, the 
two sides correspond to the two classes that struggle within the class 
political framework. One side consists of the dominant class "utilizing" 
the forms of democracy (elections, parliament) as a means of providing 
an illusion of mass participation in the State, while the economic power 
of the ruling class ensures reproduction of the relations between capital 
and labor in production. On the other side is the struggle to give the 
democratic forms a new social, or mass content by pushing them to the 
democratic extremes of popular control from below, including extending 
democratic forms from the political sphere to the whole society (Draper 
1977, 310). 

But if it is possible to extend democracy in a capitalist society through 
class struggle, democratic forms are both an instrument and a danger for 
the bourgeoisie. While they may be used to create illusions, they may also 
become the means for the masses to seize power. Marx and Engels sug-
gested the notion of the democratic, popular State, even though the bour-
geois State was antipopular. Put another way, the class character of society, 
for Marx and Engels, permeates every aspect of society, including dem-
ocratic forms. Similarly, the needs of society cannot be met without passing 
through the political institutions of a class-conditioned society. The State 
acts in the interest of the dominant class, subordinating all other interests 
to those of that class. But it is not the forms that necessarily have class 
character, but the class antagonism inherent in society that infuses the 
forms. According to the nature of the class struggle, those same forms can 
be a threat to bourgeois rule. 

Miliband (1977) poses the problem in terms of the Marxist notion of 
"ruling class." In that notion, the "ruling class" is designated as the 
group that owns and controls a predominant part of the means of material 
and mental production. Because of that ownership, it is assumed that the 
ruling class controls the State. But, as Miliband points out, this assumption 
hinges on the automatic translation of class power into State power. In 
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fact there is no such automatic translation, and even where that relation 
can be shown to be close, questions of the form of the State and why it 
assumes different forms remain. 

Since there is a lack of clarity in Marx on the degree to which the State 
is an agent of the dominant bourgeoisie, Marxists have given several 
different answers to why the State should be thought of as an instrument 
of the ruling class (see Miliband 1977, 68-74). 

First, the personnel of the State system—the people who are located in 
the highest level positions of the executive, legislative, judicial, and re-
pressive branches—tend to belong to the same class or classes that dominate 
civil society. Even where the people concerned are not directly (by social 
origin) members of the dominant bourgeois class, they are recruited into 
it by virtue of education and connections, and come to behave as if they 
were members of that class by birth. While a strong case can be made for 
such class correlation (e.g., see Domhoff 1967, 1979), Marx's earlier work 
analyzing the German State in the 1840s shows clearly that it was the 
German aristocracy, not bourgeoisie, that controlled the State. England at 
this time also represented a case where the aristocracy dominated the State 
while the bourgeoisie dominated civil society and shaped economic and 
social development. Finally, according to Miliband, the governments of 
most European countries have included a large number of leaders from the 
"lower classes," and even those governments led by dominant-class rep-
resentatives have often pursued policies of which the ruling bourgeoisie 
disapproved, particularly during periods of economic and social crisis. 
Thus, insofar as the ruling class is not monolithic, it cannot simply use 
the State as its instrument, even where the personnel of the State is drawn 
from the "ruling class." 

Second, the capitalist class dominates the State through its overall eco-
nomic power. Through its control of the means of production, the ruling 
class is able to influence State policies in ways that no other group in 
capitalist society can develop, either financially or politically. The most 
powerful economic tool in the hands of the ruling class is the "investment 
strike," where capitalists bring the economy (and hence the State) to its 
knees by withholding capital. Nevertheless, Miliband argues that the pres-
sure business is able to apply on the State is not in itself sufficient to 
explain the latter's actions and policies: sometimes that pressure is decisive 
and sometimes it is not. 

Third, the State is an instrument of the ruling class because, given its 
insertion in the capitalist mode of production, it cannot be anything else. 
The nature of the State is determined by the nature and requirements of 
the mode of production (this, as we show below, is Marx's principal 
argument in analyzing the period of Louis Napoleon in France). There 
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exist "structural constraints" that no government in capitalist society can 
ignore or evade. The weakness of the structuralist argument, according to 
Miliband, is that it tends toward a determinism ("hyperstructuralism") 
that turns the personnel of the State into direct instruments of the objective 
forces of class rule, rather than the bearers of orders from the ruling class, 
but still deprives them of any freedom of action. While the State may act, 
in Marxist terms, on behalf of the ruling class, it does not, Miliband 
contends, act at its behest. The State is a class State, but it must have a 
high degree of autonomy and independence if it is to act as a class State. 
The notion of the State as an instrument of the ruling class does not fit 
this requirement of relative autonomy and independence both from the 
ruling class and from civil society. 

This leads us to Marx's discussion of State autonomy. We have already 
mentioned that in Marx's early writings, he proposed a conception of the 
State that had a life of its own, separated from civil society, with a bu-
reaucracy that acted not in society's interest (Hegel), but in the private 
interests of the State itself. According to Draper, this conceptualization 
threads its way into the later class analysis of the State: that is, "Marx 
and Engels did not make the State out to be merely an extrusion of the 
ruling class, its tool, puppet, or reflection in some simplistic, passive sense. 
. . . Rather the State arises from and expresses a real overall need for the 
organization of society—a need which exists no matter what is the particular 
class structure. But as long as there is a ruling class in socioeconomic 
relations, it will utilize this need to shape and control the State along its 
own class lines" (Draper 1977, 319). The formulation allows the State 
even in "normal times" to have a certain amount of autonomy. 

In "abnormal times," the possibilities for autonomy may increase: in 
his analysis of Louis Napoleon Bonaparte's empire (1852-1870), Marx 
returned to his original conceptualization, arguing that there are historical 
instances when no class has enough power to rule through the State. In 
those instances the State (executive) itself rules. What are the factors that 
enable this to happen? Marx wrote that the bourgeoisie, in this instance, 
"confesses that its own interests dictate that it should be delivered from 
the danger of its own rule; that in order to restore tranquility in the country, 
its bourgeois parliament must, first of all, be given its quietus; that in order 
to preserve its social power intact, its political power must be broken" 
(Marx and Engels 1979, 143). Engels emphasized, in turn, that Bonaparte 
was able to take power only after all the social classes showed their 
incapacity to rule, and exhausted themselves in the process of trying. By 
appealing to the most numerous class, the peasants, for votes, and using 
the power of the military (the sons of the peasantry) he gained undisputed 
control of the State and was able to advance his projects (Draper 1977, 
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406). He played off the different classes against each other and none of 
them had the forces to regain power. 

Nevertheless, the Bonapartist State had to modernize the economy in 
order to achieve its own aggrandizement—economic capacity was nec-
essary for imperial and military aspirations to be realized. Bonaparte did 
not change the relations of production; even while the bourgeoisie did not 
control the State, Bonaparte served their economic interests—they accu-
mulated vast amounts of capital under his rule. But this arrangement con-
tained the seeds of important contradictions; the bourgeoisie in France, 
growing wealthy, soon began to feel the fetters of the autonomous State 
and moved to regain control of the State apparatus. At the same time, the 
urban proletariat also expanded and strengthened. Ultimately, the emperor 
compromised with the bourgeoisie, and the end of his regime was marked 
by the most important worker revolt of the century, the Paris Commune. 

For Marx and Engels, then, the Bonapartist State emerged in an excep-
tional period and was an exception to the "normal" form of the bourgeois 
State. Such periods are marked by balance between the warring classes, 
such that State power, as mediator between them, acquires a certain au-
tonomy from either of them. Even in this case, however, the State serves 
the interests of the capitalist class, since—although it uses that class's 
accumulative capability for its own purposes—it also does not change the 
relations in production, thus leaving basic control over the economy in 
bourgeois hands. This also means that an autonomous State of this form 
must be short-lived, as the bourgeoisie and proletariat will regain strength 
to straggle even under favorable economic circumstances (i.e., a successful 
State development policy). 

Therefore, two levels of State autonomy exist for Marx and Engels. In 
the first—the "normal" condition—the State bureaucracy has some au-
tonomy from the bourgeoisie because of the bourgeoisie's inherent dislike 
of taking direct charge of the State apparatus and because of the conflicts 
among individual capitals (requiring an independent bureaucracy that can 
act as an executor for the capitalist class as a whole). Thus, in the normal 
status of the bourgeois State, the bourgeoisie assigns the task of managing 
the political affairs of the society to a bureaucracy (which is not the 
bourgeoisie or individual capitals), but that bureaucracy—in contradis-
tinction to earlier social formations—is subordinated to bourgeois society 
and bourgeois production. Although bureaucracy, as the composite of 
individual bureaucrats, is autonomous from the bourgeoisie, it is, as an 
institution, reduced more and more to the status of a social stratum acting 
as the agent of the ruling class. 

Nevertheless, this downgraded bureaucracy still strives for power, ac-
cording to Marx (Draper 1977, 496). The second level of autonomy is 
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achieved when the class struggle is "frozen" by the inability of any class 
to exhibit its power over the State. That "exceptional" historical situation 
allows the bureaucracy to gain autonomy from class control. It is not 
dominated by any ruling class of civil society. But even in this case, State 
power depends on political conditions in a class society. 

This power rests on the support of the peasantry, the support of toleration 
of sectors of the bourgeoisie, and above all, on the precarious equilibrium 
of the bourgeois-proletarian antagonism, the frozen class struggle. This 
highly autonomized state is not the "instrument" of any one of the 
propertied classes contending for political power; but it is still the re-
sultant of class society taken as a whole in its current constellation of 
countervailing powers . . . even in this abnormal situation the class 
conception of the state is as central as ever. (Draper 1977, 499) 

In this model of the autonomous State, the State is not the instrument 
of the bourgeoisie, but rather has its actions framed by the conditions of 
the class struggle and the structure of a class society. The Bonapartist 
State does not set itself against the ruling socioeconomic powers of civil 
society; to the contrary, it has to be accepted by them, or some bloc of 
them, in order to remain in power. Indeed, if the autonomous State does 
not change the configuration of economic power, it depends on the dom-
inant bourgeoisie for capital accumulation, hence tax revenues and the 
State's own aggrandizement and military expansion. It is this version of 
the autonomous State that enters into Gramsci's work, and appears as the 
basis of Poulantzas's and Offe's theories of the State. We deal with these 
in later chapters. 

However, there is yet another interpretation of Marx's theory of the 
State, this one derived from his political-economic analysis in Capital. 
Joachim Hirsch (1978) argues that the theory of the bourgeois State must 
be developed from the analysis of the basic structure of capitalist society 
in its entirety and that in so doing it is first of all necessary to define the 
bourgeois State as the "expression of a specific historical form of class 
rule and not simply as the bearer of particular social functions" (Hirsch 
1978, 63). The State, he contends, is an apparatus removed from the 
process of competitive valorization of individual capitals and capable of 
creating for individual capitals the infrastructure that these capitals cannot 
establish of their own accord because of their limited profit interests. Hirsch 
goes on to claim that the capital accumulation process and the change in 
the technological basis of production embodied in it gives rise continuously 
to material barriers to realize profit. These manifest themselves through 
crisis, and the crisis itself becomes the necessary vehicle for the actual 
implementation of State interventions to safeguard production. 
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Thus, for Hirsch, Marx's theory of the State must be derived from the 
economic laws of capitalist development described and analyzed in Capital, 
particularly the law of the declining rate of profit. The form of the capitalist 
State emerges from the necessity of its intervention to offset this decline 
and thus reestablish capital accumulation. The State, therefore, develops 
as a function of the material barriers to realizing profit by individual 
capitals, or, in other words, to the extraction of surplus from workers. It 
is surplus extraction, not class struggle that is the fundamental variable in 
understanding the form of the State. "The logical and at the same time 
historical concretization of the movements of capital and the way in which 
they shape class struggles and competition must thus be the starting point 
for any investigation of political processes if it is not to relapse into the 
failing of mechanical economic determinism or abstract generalization" 
(Hirsch 1978, 81). 

We shall examine this view in more detail in Chapter 6, as well as the 
whole German debate on the State, but for the moment, we simply are 
noting this view that Marx's theory of politics has to be "derived" from 
his theory of political economy; the logical connection between the in-
vestigation of capital in general, which Marx developed in his economic 
theories, and the investigation of politics—the conscious actions of social 
subjects—is to be found in the analysis of the law of the tendency of profit 
to fall. As we shall see, this derivation is precisely what Hirsch attempts 
to undertake. 

Very briefly, these are the fundamentals of the Marxist conception of 
the bourgeois State. As we have shown, the relation between the "ruling 
class" and the State in Marx depends on the notion of State autonomy, 
and autonomy is a very much unsettled issue. Different concepts of au-
tonomy are contained in different writings of Marx and Engels. Histori-
cally, autonomy and the development of class struggle are intertwined, 
and we could argue that although the State is defined as relatively auton-
omous from civil society, this "relativity" is a function of the relative 
power of the proletariat in the class struggle. Nevertheless, Marx and 
particularly Engels definitely viewed the nature of the normal bourgeois 
State as determined by the material conditions and their related social 
relations; the State represents the interests of a particular class even while 
it places itself above class antagonisms; and the State's primary means of 
expression is through institutionalized coercive power.2 

It was on this basis that Lenin developed a much more detailed analysis 
2 Engels also discussed the territorial characteristic of the State, which Marxist (and non-

Marxist) writers have come to deal with under the headings of "nation" and "nationalism." 
We will be discussing this issue later but not in any central way, since it forms only one 
(even though important) root of State power. 
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of the bourgeois State in terms of its role in the revolutionary process. For 
Lenin as well as Marx and Engels, interest in the State focused on revo-
lutionary strategy, on a theory of change from capitalism to communism. 
Although this is not crucially different from "common good" theories, at 
least one of which—as we have seen—has also emerged from an interest 
in social change, Marxist writers place primary importance on discussing 
the nature of the capitalist State in terms of strategy for social transfor-
mation. In that sense, Marxist political theory is unambiguously a theory 
of action. 

Lenin's views of the State—written in 1917—were developed in the 
particular context of the Russian Revolution and were written to support 
a particular strategy of political action at that moment of the revolution, 
in August, 1917. Much of The State and Revolution was also a response 
to what Lenin considered the treason of the German Social Democrats (led 
by Karl Kautsky) in supporting Germany's entry into World War I by 
voting for war credits. Lenin's strategy hinged on the Bolsheviks' over-
throwing the existing State apparatus, physically seizing the State, and 
dismantling it. On this point, he was not only in conflict with other members 
of the soviet, but with some of those in his own party (Chamberlin 1965, 
291-295). 

Most important for Lenin was that the State is an organ of class rule 
and that although the State attempts to reconcile class conflict (in Engels's 
words [1968, 155], "a power seemingly standing above society became 
necessary for the purpose of moderating the conflict"), that conflict is 
irreconcilable. Although bourgeois democracy seems to allow participation 
and even control of political (and economic) institutions by the working 
class if they choose to exercise that political power, and thus seems to 
produce a State apparatus with the result of class reconciliation, Lenin 
argues that "according to Marx, the state could neither arise nor maintain 
itself if it were possible to reconcile classes. . . . According to Marx, the 
state is an organ of class rule, an organ for the oppression of one class 
by another; it is the creation of 'order' which legalizes and perpetuates 
this oppression by moderating the conflict between the classes" (Lenin 
1965, 8). In Lenin's interpretation of Marx, the necessity for a State, since 
the State is the repressive apparatus of a dominant class, does not exist 
unless there is a class conflict. Without such conflict, there is no necessity 
for a State. The obverse of this interpretation should be obvious: "If the 
state is the product of the irreconcilability of class antagonisms, if it is a 
power standing above society and 'increasingly alienating itself from it,' 
then . . . that the liberation of the oppressed class is impossible not only 
without a violent revolution, but also without the destruction of the ap-
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paratus of state power which was created by the ruling class and which is 
the embodiment of this 'alienation' " (Lenin 1965, 9). 

Thus, the destruction of the bourgeois State is essential to any revolu-
tionary change, and this destruction has to take place through armed con-
frontation, since the State is the armed force of the bourgeoisie. The key 
here is that the State, for all its "democratic" institutions, is—in capitalist 
societies—controlled directly by the bourgeois class, and that its primary 
function is direct coercion. By meeting this coercive force_head-on and 
defeating it by superior arms, the bourgeois State will be destroyed, the 
instrument of oppression will be removed, and the proletariat will take 
power, utilizing its own force of arms to protect that power. 

It is fair to say that Lenin's principal objective in The State and Rev-
olution was not to describe the nature of the bourgeois State per se, but 
to promote a particular strategy for socialist revolution. That strategy had 
two parts: first, the overthrow of the bourgeois State; and second, the 
transition to socialism. As we have argued, the overthrow of the State as 
defined by Lenin necessitated armed revolution, a direct confrontation of 
bourgeois armed force with proletarian armed force. But in the second 
part of his strategy, Lenin went much further: he argued that "the doctrine 
of class struggle was created not by Marx, but by the bourgeoisie before 
Marx, and generally speaking it is acceptable to the bourgeoisie. . . . Only 
he is a Marxist who extends the recognition of the class struggle to the 
recognition of the dictatorship of the proletariat" (Lenin 1965, 40). This 
means, in its simplest terms, that for Lenin the class struggle goes on in 
the transition from capitalism to communism, and requires a State that 
eliminates the bourgeoisie: thus? the dictatorship of the proletariat. What 
Lenin foresaw was the reaction of the bourgeoisie to a revolutionary regime: 
since, from the standpoint of the working class, capitalists are not essential 
to the proletarian economy, the revolution for the bourgeoisie means the 
end of their favored position (their alternative is to become ordinary work-
ers), and so they are likely to fight against the new regime with everything 
at their disposal. Lenin argued that the abolition of the bourgeoisie as a 
class required an all-powerful worker State ready to eliminate that group 
coercively. 

In reality, this period inevitably is a period of unprecedentedly violent 
class struggle in unprecedentedly acute forms and, consequently, during 
this period the state must inevitably be a state that is democratic in a 
new way (for the proletariat and the propertyless in general) and dic-
tatorial in a new way (against the bourgeoisie). . . . 

To proceed, the essence of Marx's teaching on the state has been 
mastered only by those who understand that the dictatorship of a single 
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class is necessary not only for every class society in general, not only 
for the proletariat which has overthrown the bourgeoisie, but also for 
the entire historical period which separates capitalism from the "class-
less society," from Communism. (Lenin 1965, 41) 

So for Lenin, the dictatorship of the bourgeoisie is replaced by the 
dictatorship of the proletariat during the transition from capitalism to com-
munism. What of the famous Engels argument that under socialism the 
State will "wither away"?3 Lenin discusses this issue in great detail (1965, 
17-25), but for our purposes his most important point is that when Engels 
speaks of the State withering away, he "refers quite clearly and definitely 
to the period after the state has 'taken possession of the means of production 
in the name of the whole society,' that is, after the socialist revolution. 
At that time, there is no need for a state because there is no need to repress 
one group for the purposes of another; everyone is working together, they 
own the means of production together, and the political form of the state 
is a 'complete democracy' " (Lenin 1965, 21). The rationale for a State 
under these circumstances—even a completely democratic State—ceases 
to exist if, as do Engels and Lenin, one considers the State's functions as 
primarily coercive. 

Yet, in discussing democracy and a democratic State, Lenin distinguishes 
quite clearly between a bourgeois democracy and a worker democracy 
(which can wither away once it has crushed bourgeois opposition). Lenin— 
in accordance with Marx and Engels—considered the State apparatus as a 
"product and manifestation of the irreconcilability of class antagonisms." 
Bourgeois democracy, he contended, is a "democracy for an insignificant 
minority, democracy for the rich" (Lenin 1965, 104) where capitalists not 
only control the political institutions of capitalist society, but structure the 
institutions in ways that guarantee that control (see Wright 1974-75, 81). 
This argument is critical to Lenin's view that the State apparatus in a 
capitalist society is a distinctly capitalist apparatus, organized structur-
ally—in form and content—to serve the capitalist class, and cannot possibly 
be taken over by the working class to serve its ends. It has to be destroyed 
and replaced by a radically different form of the State, by a different set 
of institutions organized by the proletariat to serve the proletariat and 
abolish the bourgeoisie. 

3 In Engels's words, "The first act in which the state really comes forward as the repre-
sentative of society as a whole—the taking possession of the means of production in the 
name of society—is at the same time its last independent act as a state. The interference of 
state power in social relations becomes superfluous in one sphere after another, and then 
ceases of itself. The government of persons is replaced by the administration of things and 
the direction of the process of production. The state is not 'abolished,' it withers away" (in 
Lenin 1965, 19). 
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Wright (1974-75) breaks down this Leninist view of the domination of 
capitalist democracy by the bourgeoisie into two categories: (1) the use of 
parliament—ostensibly the institution of democratic representation—as a 
means of mystifying the masses and legitimizing the bourgeois-controlled 
social order; and (2) the bourgeois control of parliament. Parliament mys-
tified by appearing as the basic organ of power in the society, seeming to 
run the State through elected representatives, when, in fact, all important 
decisions are made behind the scenes by the "departments, chancelleries 
and General Staffs. Parliament is given up to talk for the special purpose 
of fooling the 'common people' " (Lenin 1965, 55). Furthermore, parlia-
ment is not—in practice—even a representative body. "If we look more 
closely into the machinery of capitalist democracy, we shall see everywhere 
in the 'petty'—supposedly petty—details of the suffrage (residential qual-
ifications, exclusion of women, etc.), in the technique of the representative 
institutions, in the actual obstacles to the rights of assembly . . . in the 
purely capitalist organization of the daily press, etc., etc.—we shall see 
restriction after restriction upon democracy" (Lenin 1965, 104). These 
restrictions in addition to the capitalist exploitation of the modern wage 
slaves (which leaves them so crushed that they cannot be bothered by 
democracy or politics) bar the majority of the population from participation 
in public and political life. 

Lenin adopts a clear "democratic swindle" view of bourgeois democ-
racy. There is considerable evidence in his works of this period that the 
mystification of bourgeois democracy would be replaced by revolutionary 
democracy extended to the mass of working people. In The State and 
Revolution, for example, he discusses the experience of the Paris Commune 
of 1871 in terms of the error that the Communards made in laying hold 
of the bourgeois State but not smashing it: "As a matter of fact, exactly 
the opposite is the case. Marx's idea is that the working class must break 
up, smash the 'ready-made state machinery,' and not confine itself merely 
to laying hold of it" (Lenin 1965, 44). Yet, he agrees that the Commune 
acted correctly to decree a fuller democracy in the abolition of the standing 
army and making all officials elected and subject to recall. 

But as a matter of fact this "only" signifies a gigantic replacement of 
other certain institutions by other institutions of a fundamentally different 
order. This is exactly a case of "quantity being transformed into qual-
ity": democracy, introduced as fully and consistently as is at all con-
ceivable, is transformed from bourgeois democracy into proletarian de-
mocracy; from the state (= a special force for the suppression of a 
particular class) into something which is no longer really the state. 

It is still necessary to suppress the bourgeoisie and crash its resistance. 
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. . . But the organ of suppression is now the majority of the population, 
and not a minority, as was always the case under slavery, serfdom, and 
wage slavery. (Lenin 1965, 50) 

Lenin appears to sanction a revolutionary State that is based on the 
concept of a "worker democracy," a democracy extended beyond the 
mystification of bourgeois parliamentarianism to mass participation in all 
social institutions. Yet, in practice, he led the Bolsheviks to abolish all 
democratic forms, including gradually taking power from the Soviets and 
putting it into the hands of the Central Committee of the Bolshevik Party, 
backed by the Red Guards. This strategy was squarely consistent with 
Lenin's idea of smashing the bourgeois State and crushing opposition to 
the revolution, but it resulted in the destruction of all attempts to build the 
democratic workers' State envisaged by Marx in his writings on the Paris 
Commune. Lenin, in fact, saw the transition to socialism being carried 
out by a vanguard Communist Party Central Committee that would lead 
the workers toward communism, rather than relying on them to provide 
the dynamic for social change. 

It was Rosa Luxemburg, a Polish Marxist, who criticized Lenin and 
Trotsky for their centrism and for their turn away from worker democracy 
after October 1917 (Luxemburg 1961). She argued against both the po-
sition—represented by Kautsky and the Social Democrats in Germany at 
the time—that bourgeois democracy had to be preserved and the Leninist 
position, which interprets the dictatorship of the proletariat as the dicta-
torship of a handful of persons, a dictatorship—as Luxemburg saw it—on 
the bourgeois model. In other words, she accused Lenin and Trotsky of 
abandoning the Marxist concept of the dictatorship of the proletariat, the 
concept that Lenin himself described in The State and Revolution as a 
worker democracy, with full worker participation in a "working parlia-
ment." It could never become clear what Luxemburg herself proposed 
institutionally as an alternative to early Leninism (she was killed in 1919), 
but we do know that, in Luxemburg's terms, the proletariat, when it seizes 
power, should undertake socialist measures. It should exercise dictatorship, 
but a dictatorship of class, not of party or clique, which means a dictatorship 
on the basis of the "most active, unlimited participation of the mass of 
the people, of unlimited democracy" (Luxemburg 1961, 76-77). 

We have always distinguished the social kernel from the political form 
of bourgeois democracy: we have always revealed the hard kernel of 
social inequality and lack of freedom hidden under the sweet shell of 
formal equality and freedom—not in order to reject the latter but to spur 
the working class into not being satisfied with the shell, but rather by 
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conquering political power, to create a socialist democracy to replace 
bourgeois democracy—not to eliminate democracy altogether. 

But socialist democracy is not something which begins only in the 
promised land after the foundations of socialist economy are created; it 
does not come as some sort of Christmas present for the worthy people 
who, in the interim, have loyally supported a handful of socialist dic-
tators. Social democracy begins simultaneously with the beginnings of 
the destruction of class rule and of the construction of socialism. It 
begins with the very moment of the seizure of power by the socialist 
party. It is the same thing as the dictatorship of the proletariat. 

Yes, dictatorship! But this dictatorship consists in the manner of 
applying democracy, not in its elimination, in energetic, resolute attacks 
upon the well-entrenched rights and economic relationships of bourgeois 
society, without which a socialist transformation cannot be accom-
plished. But this dictatorship must be the work of the class and not of 
a little leading minority in the name of class—that is, it must proceed 
step by step out of the active participation of the masses; it must be 
under their direct influence, subjected to the control of complete public 
activity; it must arise out of the growing political training of the mass 
of people. (Luxemburg 1961, 77-78) 

It should be clear from this long quote that the usual criticism of Marx's 
theory of the State—that it leads inherently to lack of political participation, 
to the development of a centralized powerful State (e.g., see Popper 1945, 
vol. 2)—is really a criticism of socialism as it developed in the Soviet 
Union under Lenin, Trotsky, and then Stalin. Even more important, the 
economic and military power of the Soviet Union in the socialist world 
has imposed the Leninist view of the "dictatorship of the proletariat" on 
"socialist" countries rather than allowing Rosa Luxemburg's defense of 
democratic guarantees to prevail: ' 'It is a well-known and indisputable fact 
that without a free and untrammeled press, without the unlimited right of 
association and assemblage, the rule of the broad mass of the people is 
entirely unthinkable" (Luxemburg 1961, 66-67). 

Whether it is possible to have the kind of socialist democracy envisaged 
by Luxemburg, given the continued power of the bourgeoisie in the values 
and norms held in most societies even by much of the working class, is 
a controversial question. Certainly, Chile during Allende's presidency con-
tained elements to support both her and Lenin's position. Had it been 
allowed to happen, Czechoslovakia after 1968 might have served as an 
important model of democratic socialism, a rapid move away from bu-
reaucratically run communism to Luxemburg's vision of mass participation 
of workers in the building of socialism. Poland may have become a dem-
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ocratic socialist State if the workers' movement there had not been sup-
pressed by the Soviet-backed Polish bureaucracy and military. However, 
in our view it is a mistake to attribute the abandonment of democracy to 
Marx, either through Marx's vision of the dictatorship of the proletariat, 
or through his alleged downplaying of the State's role in the revolutionary 
and political process. No Marxist has considered politics—in the revolu-
tionary sense—below the top of the list even though the issue of democratic 
participation—after Lenin—definitely became a topic absent from the So-
viet agenda. Yet, that absence prevailed after Lenin and Trotsky made a 
particular choice to dissolve the Constituent Assembly in January 1918 in 
favor of the Soviets, as the only true representatives of the laboring masses, 
and then to abandon the Soviets in favor of the Central Committee of the 
Communist Party. Other Marxists like Luxemburg correctly foresaw that 
"with the repression of political life in the land as a whole, life in the 
Soviets must also become more and more crippled. Without general elec-
tions, without unrestricted freedom of the press and assembly, without a 
free struggle of opinion, life dies out in every public institution, and 
becomes a mere semblance of life, in which only the bureaucracy remains 
as the active element," as Luxemburg (1961, 71) wrote in 1918. At the 
same time, she insisted that—totally in keeping with Marx's theory of the 
State—full democracy was impossible as long as the bourgeoisie had power. 
While both she and bourgeois critics of Marx defend democratic ideas, 
they have different theories of the capitalist State, the bourgeois critics 
believing that it can be reformed—that political power is independent from, 
and dominates economic power—and Luxemburg agreeing with Marx that 
the two are totally intertwined and inseparable. 

Ultimately, the disagreement between Lenin and Luxemburg hinged on 
their very different views of the role of the vanguard party in relationship 
to the working class. Lenin believed that consciousness had to be brought 
to the working class from outside, and the agency he saw carrying this 
out was not the traditional intelligentsia but the revolutionary party itself, 
a party in which former workers, and former professional intellectuals of 
bourgeois origin were fused into a cohesive unit. Left to its own devices, 
Lenin wrote, the working class is incapable of developing any conception 
of the historic mission that Marx assigned to it. "The spontaneous de-
velopment of the workers' movement leads precisely to its subordination 
of bourgeois ideology . . . [and to] the ideological enslavement of the 
workers to the bourgeoisie" (Lenin, in Luxemburg 1961,13). Lenin argued 
that such a "party of a new type" needed an organization of a new type. 
It was to be organized like an army and centralized like an army, with all 
the power and authority residing in its Central Committee (Luxemburg 
1961, 13-14). 
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64 — Marx, Engels, Lenin, and the State 

In an earlier pamphlet, "Leninism or Marxism," written in 1904, Lux-
emburg predicted that Lenin's future party and its Central Committee would 
perpetuate itself, dictate to the party, and have the party dictate to the 
masses. She believed in the creativity of the masses and their autonomy, 
respected their spontaneity and also their right to make their own mistakes 
and be helped by them: "Let us speak plainly," she said, "historically, 
the errors committed by a truly revolutionary movement are infinitely more 
fruitful than the infallibility of the cleverest Central Committee" (Lux-
emburg 1961, 15). 
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